RESULT FACT SHEET 1
ATU. ACTIVE ACCESS ACTIVITIES IN

BUCHAREST AND ALBA LULIA, ROMANIA
Raising awareness about walking and cycling among local s takeholders
In both Alba-Iulia and Bucharest walking audits followed by workshops were organised (on 10th June in
Bucharest and 18th June in Alba-Iulia). During these events representatives of the local administration (local
councillors, chief architects and planning advisors), health and environmental specialists and NGOs
representatives assessed the conditions for pedestrians and cyclists.
In Alba-Iulia the local media were informed about the audit and the workshop. In both cities most of the
participants were open to the audit exercise and analysed their own pedestrian behaviour. During the
workshops the interest was raised by the economic and health arguments favouring walking and cycling.
Conclusions were drawn on the potential of each city to develop a non-motorised environment.
The stakeholders invited to participate at the events received brochures presenting Active Access,
arguments supporting walking and cycling and good practice examples.

Encouraging walking and cycling through competitions
In May 2010 primary school pupils form Bucharest and Alba-Iulia were involved in the Traffic Snake Game.
The children responded very positively to the game and this attitude was reflected in their parents’ and
teachers’ behaviour. This manner of approaching the parents turned out to be very efficient in developing
a survey to assess the situation of walking and cycling. During the week of TSG, the snake banner was
hanged on a visible wall inside the school and a very coloured and attractive poster was placed on another
wall inside. At the end of the game, children received prizes (Active Access and Traffic Snake Game t-shirts)
and teachers were rewarded for their involvement with diplomas.
Also in autumn 2010 a first contact was established with high-schools representatives to run a walking
audit exercises with young pupils.

BASELINE SITUATION
Surveys were carried out in schools, on the street and amongst socio-professional groups. 57 cyclists and
67 pedestrians were surveyed in Alba-lulia and in Bucharest 70 cyclists and 92 pedestrians.The key findings
were as follows:
 An increase of safety for cyclists would encourage people to cycle
 High car speed is a major obstacle for active modes
 Image of cycling is high in Bucharest, although bad frame conditions
 Sidewalks and cycle lanes are often blocked by obstacles
 Deficits in infrastructure – improvements necessary for all parts of cycling infrastructure
 Maintenance of sidewalks in winter could be improved (cleaning from snow and applying grit)
 Politicians should re-think their car-oriented attitudes
 Role models for walking and cycling are necessary

STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED
The following stakeholders have been involved in Active Access, in Bucharest & Alba lulia, to date:
Stakeholder
Role
Alba-Iulia City Hall
Involvement in the workshop organized after the Walking Audit;
support for street events
Bucharest City Hall
Participation at the workshop organized after the Walking Audit
st
1 district Bucharest City Hall
Participation at the Walking Audit exercise
Mihai Eminescu School, Alba-Iulia
Implementation of Traffic Snake Game
Jose Marti School, Bucharest
Implementation of Traffic Snake Game
No. 199 School, Bucharest
Implementation of Traffic Snake Game
Vasile Goldis Schools, Alba-Iulia
Implementation of Traffic Snake Game
Local Energy Agency, Alba
Training in schools about sustainability during TSG implementation
Inspectorate of Schools, Bucharest Assistance in presenting and disseminating TSG in schools.
Municipality and Alba County
Trans-central Urban Platform
Participation at the Walking Audit and workshop in Bucharest
“Bate saua sa priceapa iapa” –
Participation at the Walking Audit and workshop in Bucharest
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